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‘I am studying now.’
??????????? -u+du ??????????????????-u ???????
??-du ???????????????????????????????????????
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10 D-??????????????????????????????(3b) ????????? -d
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‘I went to school.’














‘My daughter washed my clothes.’
???????????? -d ??????????????????????cˇ	ısˇ, cˇ	ıasˇ ???
??????cˇ	ı-????????????????????????????? -d ?????
?????????????????????
11 ???Sharma (1988) ? -udu ?????????????Sharma (1988: 137–138) ? ‘Present




12 b	ı-??????????Takahashi (2008: 57)????????????????????????
D-???????????????????????????? -d ?????? -a ???
???????????????????? 13???????sadak ? bidak ???????

































Sharma (1988: 140)?????????????????observed?????reported?? 2
?????????????Sharma??????????????????????????






























































































































































‘I wonder my wife would be afraid of the dog if she sees it?’



































































































































































































I do not know




















































1 1?? INF ??? PROX ??
1;2 1????? 2?? INS ?? PSN ??
2 2?? LOC ??? PT ??
3 3?? LV ????? QM ????
ABL ?? MDL ??? RDP ??
ATTR ??? NEG ?? S ??
COND ?? NT ???? SBJ ???
COP ???? O ??? STT ??
DAT ?? PL ?? TNS ????
FUT ?? PLN ?? UNC ????
GEN ?? PR ?? VS ????
HON ?? PRN ???
????
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